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Catch a Liar uses Psychological Narrative Analysis (PNA) to study word choices and grammar

structures people choose when they communicate. PNA is a new, innovative technique that

identifies specific words, speech patterns, and grammar structures that reveal a personâ€™s

behavioral characteristics and veracity. Both truthful and deceptive people use the same grammar

rules to construct sentences. PNA identifies and exploits these differences.
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The ebook is filled with sophisticated, and quality content that will be a push (depending on your

reading and grammar skills) to read through. The ebook is good, but the content is pretty much a

fast-pass route to find what you want--It was a struggle for me to reflect over it.The ebook is worth

the price (I'll give you that), but you will probably benefit more from the paperback version (because

of additional information, and a more broaden understanding to take from it).

Initially I expected otherwise from the title depicted but, after reading I learned a lot about human

behavior. Liar's are everywhere and may be your best friend. I had no idea about what was behind



people who lie, either regularly, for basic sustenance, pathologically, or habit. The book opened up

different avenues in human behavior that I rarely took serious. I will most likely read the booklet

several times and use it as a reminder which means it will be close and available when I encounter

somebody whom I detect is telling a lie.

Being neither a shrink nor in law enforcement, I can't speak to the usefulness of the book to the

audience for which it's probably intended. But I'm a writer, and I need ways to show people lying --

this book is perfect for that. Body language and word-use are both covered, the latter more heavily.

Very, very useful; this one's a must-have for a writer's bookshelf.

This book read more like someone using big words and long paragraphs to explain a simple

subject. Seemed more like he was trying to show how smart he was rather than make a simple point

on a simple subject.  offers other books that are better for the same price.

I was very happy with my order and the way it was filled. It arrived in a timely manner and in tact.

Thank you.

The author appeals to grammar rules, but there is not much interesting linguistically speaking. If it

does touch linguistics, it's in the domain of pragmatics, but the terminology is scrambled, and there

is no firm theoretical background behind the described techniques. The writing is really clumsy

sometimes, repetitions and strange leaps of logic abound.

I attended a training seminar in michigan with dr schafer as a guest speaker and learned about his

psychological narrative and written analysis method of deception. wow I have used these ways to

detect deception at work as a law enforcement officer as an investigator and uniform patrol. It really

works. Thank you dr schafer
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